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SEASONS OF THE SOUL

WRITTEN BY DIANA CURREN BENNETT, LTI SPIRITUAL FORMATION ASSOCIATE
The word season has many nuances: time of year, situation
in life, stage of spiritual development or perhaps spiritual
health. A season represents a fairly well defined period of
time in our lives whether it is physical or spiritual. It is
important to recognize that there are seasons of the soul
that require our attention, understanding, and care.
Identifying the different seasons in light of how well we
know God and ourselves can become a significant tool
in trusting God. In considering the seasons, it helps to
visualize the more common understanding of the seasons
of the year: winter, spring, summer, and fall.
Winter is a time of dormancy in anticipation of a
new awakening. As with the other seasons, winter has
its positive and negative nuances. Winter can be a
delightful season, resting from the rigors of fall. The
ground is resting, and so are we. If we are in a bleak
winter, God seems faraway. We might feel despondent
or unproductive. It might be a time of the dark night of
the soul.
Spring can be a messy season, filled with sudden warmth
and dreary days. Days of clouds and rain alternate with
dry, sunny ones. Spiritually, spring is a time when our
love for God is stirring anew and we feel alive. We
are excited about new opportunities and are ready to
consider undertaking new commitments to ourselves
and to others.
Summer is the season for cultivating. We begin to see
the fruit of our labors, as well as those things that “didn’t
take.” We may have tackled many new projects in the
spring and now need to step back and reevaluate what
stays and what needs to be uprooted. Summer can also

be a time of needed rest for the body and soul.
Fall, ideally, is the season of harvesting fruit. We hope
it will be a season of thanksgiving as we savor the
faithfulness of God and the satisfaction of work done
well in his strength. There’s no doubt, however, that fall
can be a discouraging season if we are looking for fruit
and find a poor crop instead.
Our own spiritual experience often meanders in and out
of the seasons. The Christian spiritual journey involves
starting and stopping, digressions and sometimes
reversion to a previous season. We may be experiencing
a winter season even though the calendar says summer,
or experiencing fall when it is springtime outside.
Reflecting on our current season can be a litmus test for
prayer, yearning, action and even resting and trusting
God with it all. The seasons become lenses for viewing
our spiritual health and considering what particular
spiritual practice might move us closer to Christlikeness. By God’s grace, we move toward that goal.
Whatever season you find yourself in spiritually - fully
inhabit it without rushing into the next season. God has
something for us to be present to in all seasons. Trust
that he is always at work in you with divine purpose.
There is a time for everything, and a season for every
activity under the heavens.
- Ecclesiastes 3:1

I would not consider any spirituality worthwhile that
wants to walk in sweetness and ease and run from the
imitation of Christ.
- John of the Cross

Additional Spiritual Formation Resources are available online at www.spiritualformationstore.com

IN THE CROSS OF CHRIST I GLORY
A HYMN BY JOHN BOWRING, 1825
In the cross of Christ I glory,
Towering o’er the wrecks of time,
All the light of sacred story;
Gathers round its head sublime.

When the woes of life o’er take me,
Hopes deceive and fears annoy,
Never shall the cross forsake me;
Lo! It glows with peace and joy.

When the sun of bliss is beaming, Bain and blessing, pain and pleasure,
Light and love upon my way,
By the cross are sanctified,
From the cross the radiance
Peace is there that knows no
streaming;
measure;
Adds more luster to the day.
Joys that thru all time abide.

SPIRITUAL PRACTICES

REFLECTION QUESTIONS

• The journal is the sketchbook of the soul. If you have
recorded highs and lows over time, revisit your journal
and notice the presence of God during these times.
Reviewing journal entries and outcomes creates a deeper
sense of trust regardless of the season.

• As you consider the state and season of your soul, do you
sense neglect? If so, what comes to mind as a particular
symptom? For example: discouragement, busy, yet
bored, or wanting to withdraw from responsibility and
leadership? Identify your soul season.

• If you do not keep a journal, consider beginning the
practice. This is not a practice of recording what you
did and when, but a time to reflect and record the
season and responses of your soul. The journal is a place
to record moods, personal disciplines or lack thereof,
temptations, failures, answered prayers and celebrations.

• When have you felt most spiritually alive? What was
happening in your life at that time? Were there any
spiritual practices that were energizing to you? What
season best describes this situation?

• Consider daily Examen prayer. Quietly reflect on
what gives you life or what is life draining. Present
these situations to God. Pray and listen to God’s voice
for direction whether in a season of desolation or
consolation.

• When have you felt the least spiritually alive? Reflect on
possible causes. What season of the soul defines times
when your soul is less alive than usual?
• In your most difficult seasons, who in your life or what
activity brings you the most comfort?

A Prayer of Illumination:
Loving God, we are grateful for your presence in our lives, the empowerment of the Holy Spirit and knowing that you
care and are in control of our lives. Help us to trust you not only in those productive seasons where we constantly feel your
presence, but also in those dry and dark seasons when we are uncertain. Help us to be steadfast at all times. Amen.

SUGGESTED SPIRITUAL FORMATION RESOURCES
Seasons of the Soul by Bruce Demarest
Spiritual Rhythm by Mark Buchanan

Suggested Spiritual Formation Resources are available online at www.spiritualformationstore.com

